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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
In this  paper,  we  explore  the ideas  that  second  grade  students  articulate  about  functional
relationships.  We  adopt  a function-based  approach  to  introduce  elementary  school  children
to algebraic  content.  We  present  results  from  a design-based  research  study  carried  out
with  21 second-grade  students  (approximately  7 years  of  age).  We  focus  on  a lesson  from
our classroom  teaching  experiment  in  which  the  students  were  working  on a problem  that
involved  a linear  functional  relationship  (y  = 2x).  From  the  analysis  of  students’  written
work  and classroom  video,  we  illustrate  two  different  approaches  that  students  adopt  to
express  the  relationship  between  two  quantities.  Students  show  ﬂuency  recontextualizing
the  problem  posed,  moving  between  extra-mathematical  and  intra-mathematical  contexts.
©  2015 Elsevier  Inc. All  rights  reserved.
. Introduction
We  now have a strong body of research regarding what early algebra entails and how elementary students understand
lgebraic concepts. Recent research challenges so-called limitations in children’s capacities to work with algebraic topics
Brizuela & Martinez, 2012; Cai & Knuth, 2011; Molina & Ambrose, 2008). As summarized elsewhere (e.g., Blanton, Stephens,
nuth, Gardiner, Isler, & Kim, 2015b), these capacities concern children’s ability to develop relational thinking; use differ-
nt representations to express generalizations; represent verbal statements as algebraic equations; and reason about and
epresent relationships between abstract quantities of physical measures.
Some of the difﬁculties with algebra found at the secondary level concern students’ understanding of the relationship
etween two data sets (MacGregor & Stacey, 1995; Warren, 2000). This understanding is key from a functions based approach,
hich we adopt in this paper. As Schliemann, Carraher, and Brizuela (2012) observed, “a functions-based approach to early
lgebra relies on the importance accorded to sets of values and to ordered pairs from a domain and target” (p. 110).
In this paper, we explore how young elementary school children in second grade (around 7 years of age) understand and
epresent functional relationships. We  present a series of classroom episodes in which children are working with a function
f the type y = 2x. Traditionally, the formal study of functions in algebra begins in secondary school (usually around seventh
rade). However, in the United States (US), for example, algebra has more recently been recast as a longitudinal strand of
hinking starting from the earliest grades of schooling (e.g., Common Core State Standards Initiative [CCSSI], 2010; National
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Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2000, 2006; National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008). As a result, the study
of functions—an important entry point into (early) algebraic thinking (Carraher & Schliemann, 2007)—has been advocated in
US learning standards for the elementary grades by, for example, the NCTM and the Common Core Mathematical Practices
(CCSSI, 2010; NCTM, 2000).
2. Theoretical framework
2.1. Early algebra research
Different studies and researchers consider different ways of organizing and categorizing algebra (e.g., Bednarz, Kieran,
& Lee, 1996; Blanton, Levi, Crites, & Dougherty, 2011; Drijvers & Hendrikus, 2003; Drijvers, Goddijn, & Kindt, 2011; Kieran,
1996; Kieran, 2004; Mason, Graham, Pimm,  & Gowar, 1985; Usiskin, 1999). Drijvers and Hendrikus (2003) highlight that
the different approaches cannot be considered completely separate because algebraic activities usually involve two  or more
approaches, while Bednarz et al. (1996) support the importance of a balance between the different approaches. In our work,
we focus on functional thinking (Blanton & Kaput, 2011), which according to Warren and Cooper (2005) is one of the major
components of algebraic thinking.
The results from early algebra research have paved the way  for algebraic content and practices to be introduced in
curricular documents for both the early (i.e., Kindergarten) and upper (i.e., grades 3–5) elementary grades in different
countries in the last decades. Similar to the US, countries like Australia (Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting
Authority, 2011), Canada (Ontario Ministry of Education & Training, 2005), Korea (Beberly, 2004, cited by Ali & Alsayed,
2010), Japan (Watanabe, 2008), and Portugal (Canavaro, 2009; Pimentel, 2010) have made curricular recommendations
regarding early algebra, endorsing an increased attention to algebraic thinking during grades K-5.
2.2. Functional thinking as a strand of early algebra research
Functional thinking might be characterized as the process of building, describing, and reasoning with and about functions
(Blanton et al., 2011) and is constituted by topics, procedures, and relationships concerning functions (Rico, 2006). While
functional thinking includes generalizing functional relationships between quantities1 and representing and reasoning with
those relationships to understand function behavior (e.g., Blanton et al., 2011), it also concerns the ideas of qualitative
change, quantitative change, relationships between these changes, and using these relationships to solve problems (Warren
& Cooper, 2005).
Functions constitute a powerful concept in mathematics because they give rise to relations and transformations of math-
ematical concepts (Warren & Cooper, 2005) and they are present in every aspect of quantitative science (Warren, Miller, &
Cooper, 2013). Throughout the history of mathematics, functions have served a unifying role in the mathematics curriculum
(Freudenthal, 1983; Hamley, 1934; Schwartz, 1990). This has also been true in other disciplines because different contents
have been introduced or tackled through functions (Seldon & Seldon, 1992). Framed by a constructivist theory of learning,
in which knowledge is gradually constructed on prior understandings, the approach we follow in our research is that func-
tions constitute a way to introduce students into algebra and should be dealt with longitudinally, beginning in the early
elementary grades (Carraher & Schliemann, 2007).
2.3. Functions for elementary grades
Even though there exist different deﬁnitions of function (e.g., Ensley & Crawley, 2006; Johnsonbaugh, 2005; Pisot &
Zamansky, 1996), there is general agreement that its elements include something that varies under certain conditions
(Freudenthal, 1983) and all of these deﬁnitions include variable as a key element. Variables express a quantity that can have
different values in a speciﬁc numerical set. We  use here variables only to refer to unknown, covarying quantities. Functions
can have more than two variables; here, we focus on a function that involves two  variables. In these functions, the values
of one variable (dependent variable) depend on the values of another variable (independent variable). Because of the age of
students in our study, we speciﬁcally focus on a linear two-variable function that can be symbolically expressed as f(x) = 2x,2
and x (the independent variable) can have values in the set of natural numbers. As a consequence, the independent variable
can have values in the even number set.In this work, we focus on correspondence relationships. In a correspondence approach, the focus is on the relation between
two sets and on explicitly stating a (algebraic) rule (Confrey & Smith, 1995). In contrast, in a co-variational approach the
links between domain and range are spatial and relational, and the (algebraic) rule is only “a derived characteristic” (p. 79). A
co-variational approach to linear functions begins with the constant ﬁrst difference. Our work focuses on a correspondence
1 In this paper we focus on functional relationships between quantities as expressed through correspondence relationships (Confrey & Smith, 1995). This
work is distinct from that in the early algebra area of quantitative reasoning such as that of Dougherty (2008) and Ellis (2007) (see Carraher & Schliemann,
2007).
2 We are not expecting second graders to represent the functional relationship symbolically in this way.
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Table  1
Values for independent and independent variable for the function
y  = 2x.
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pproach by identifying a relationship (rule) between two  quantities. For example, as we can see in Table 1, there is an
nderlying relationship or rule between the values of the dependent variable and those of the independent variable: you
an double the ﬁrst to arrive at the second.
In school mathematics, the relationship depicted in Table 1 is typically represented through variable notation as y = 2x.
here are other representations that are interesting to work with in the context of early algebra (e.g., Brizuela & Earnest,
008; Doorman & Drijvers, 2011; Ensley & Crawley, 2006). The use of natural language is useful for students in the early
rades because of their familiarity with it (e.g., Radford, 2011). For example, “doubling x” or “adding the same number to
tself” are verbal expressions for the previous example. In some contexts, pictorial representations can also be helpful to
epresent a functional relationship. Our view is that children should have access to all of these forms—including variable
otation—in order to develop a richer understanding of functional relationships.
.4. Early elementary school children’s functional thinking
Research among students in elementary grades shows that children have a lot more resources to reason about functions
han was previously thought. Concerning functional thinking, there is evidence that these students are able to generalize
o-varying relationships, identify functional relationships when two  variables are involved, represent these relationships in
ifferent ways (including with variable notation), and reason with functional relationships to interpret problem situations
e.g., Blanton et al., 2015b; Brizuela & Earnest, 2008; Carraher, Schliemann, Brizuela, & Earnest, 2006; Merino, Can˜adas, &
olina, 2013; Schliemann, Carraher, & Brizuela, 2007).
Preliminary studies suggest that children younger than third grade can employ different representations of functions
n a problem-solving context (Blanton & Kaput, 2004; Brizuela & Alvarado, 2010; Can˜adas & Fuentes, 2015). As described
lsewhere, ﬁrst graders’ use of function tables to organize co-varying data can also serve to initiate its transformation from
paque to transparent object (Kaput, 1998), and second graders use function tables to think about data and to make conclu-
ions involving generalizations (e.g., Brizuela & Lara-Roth, 2002; Moss & Beatty, 2006; Moss & Beatty, 2010; Moss, Beatty,
hillolo, & Barkin, 2008; Moss & McNab, 2011). More recent studies (e.g., Blanton, Brizuela, Gardiner, Sawrey, & Newman-
wens, 2015a; Brizuela, Blanton, Gardiner, Newman-Owens, & Sawrey, 2015a; Brizuela, Blanton, Sawrey, Newman-Owens,
 Gardiner, 2015b) offer compelling evidence that children can generalize functional relationships in relatively sophisticated
ays, including using variable notation to represent relationships and reasoning with these forms as objects themselves.
ollectively, these studies indicate that these resources (the representations children are able to use, the ways students coor-
inate co-varying data, and how they notice and express relationships between quantities) can be leveraged in instruction
t the very beginning of formal schooling. We  are still unearthing exactly how children think about functions in different
ontexts and learning environments. This paper contributes to our growing understanding of children’s algebraic thinking
y providing evidence of functional thinking among second grade students while they work on a problem whose underlying
unction can be represented as y = 2x. The following research questions guided our study:
In what ways do second grade students articulate their ideas about a problem intended for them to explore a functional
relationship? And in what ways was this relationship expressed and represented?
. The Study
.1. Participants
In this paper, we focus on a classroom of 21 second-grade students (11 girls and 10 boys) who participated in our study.
his class was intentionally selected because of the teacher’s interest in participating in our study and learning about different
pproaches to teaching and learning mathematics. The students attended a public K-5 elementary school in an urban center
f the Northeastern US. At the time of the study, a majority of the school population was  either African American (47.3%) or
atino (46.8%). Additionally, 77.8% of students in the school were on free or reduced lunch. On state-mandated standardized
ssessments in mathematics, 40% of third grade students were considered “needing improvement” and 52% were considered
warning/failing.”
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Table 2
The classroom teaching experiment.
Activity Pre-interview Cycle 1 (8 lessons in 4
weeks)




on in the tasks
y = x y = mx, represented
additively (e.g., y = 2x
represented as y = x + x)
y = x + b y = x + b y = mx
y = mx  + b
Table 3
Overview of lessons 1–4 in classroom teaching experiment implemented in second grade.





Students work with color and shape patterns. They are asked to identify, construct,
and compare geometrical patterns. Patterns involve repetition in some cases.





Repeating and (functional) growing geometrical patterns (with positions and
drawings). Multiplicative function (y = 2x) is used. Students are asked to draw
missing items and identify position numbers.
Lesson 3
January 24, 2012.
Pennies in a jar Function using an extra-mathematical context. The outline of a function table is
presented to the students in the handout and the students are asked to ﬁll it out.
Non-consecutive items are introduced in the table. The function involved is y = x.Lesson 4
January 27, 2012.
Attached tables Function in an extra-mathematical context (y = 2x). No table was included in the
handout. The activity was introduced through a pictorial representation.
3.2. Procedure
We  used design-based research (Kelly, 2003) to develop and carry out classroom teaching experiments that involved eight
weeks of classroom instruction organized into two  4-week cycles, along with selected student interviews before, during, and
after the two cycles. Students were selected for interviews through a combination of teacher nominations and researchers’
identiﬁcation of students who were active participants and articulate about their mathematical thinking, whether or not
they were always accurate. In this paper, we will focus on classroom data, and will not report on the results of our interviews.
Table 2 summarizes the structure of the classroom teaching experiment.
The research team taught lessons focused on functions in the second grade classroom twice a week for eight weeks.
They also conducted the individual interviews. Each lesson was videotaped using two video cameras. During the lessons,
one of the research team members introduced the lesson to the students and guided the whole-group sessions. Two  other
members of the research team observed and videotaped the whole- and small-group work. During these lessons, the regular
classroom teacher was a participant observer, bringing up clarifying questions or comments for the students, and making
connections to the children’s mathematics curriculum and prior activities the children had worked on with her.
Data for the present study are drawn from Lesson 4, the Birthday Party Tables problem, in our classroom teaching
experiment. In Table 3, we present an overview of the activities that took place prior to and during this lesson. The speciﬁc
version of the problem implemented used the context of Brady’s birthday party (adapted from Blanton et al., 2015b): “Brady
is going to celebrate his birthday at school and he wants to make sure that he has enough chairs for all his friends. The
tables at his school are square. Only two people can sit at each table. There is a rule at the school that no one can sit at the
ends of the table.” Other researchers have used similar versions of this problem (see e.g., Carraher, Martinez, & Schliemann,
2008; Martinez & Brizuela, 2006; Nemirovsky, 1996). This speciﬁc problem was  included because it involves a doubling
relationship between the two variables involved, which we thought would be accessible to at least some of the students in
our study. In addition, the problem has several entry points to accommodate a range of students. For example, we  anticipated
that children unfamiliar or less ﬂuent with doubling of numbers would still be able to approach the problem by counting
by twos. We  also anticipated that if desired we could extend the problem to include the people sitting at the ends of the
table, thus transforming the relationship into a y = 2x + 2 function. We  were also interested in focusing on Lesson 4 for this
study because it dealt with an extra-mathematical context.3 While a previous activity (Lesson 3) had already introduced
an extra-mathematical context, Lesson 4 was the ﬁrst activity that involved two quantities with a relationship different
from the identity function. Finally, previous success with the problem with slightly older students (third grade; see Blanton
et al., 2015b; Carraher et al., 2008; Martinez & Brizuela, 2006) also prompted our interest in exploring younger students’
approaches to this task.
The implementation of each one of the lessons followed the same structure: (a) whole group discussion, (b) small-group
work on handouts, and (c) whole group discussion of students’ approaches to the prompts provided in the handouts. In the
ﬁrst part of each lesson, the researcher who was  leading the classroom instruction introduced the problem, trying to ensure
that most of the students understood the situation involved. In this introduction, we presented some particular consecutive
3 Chevallard (1989) deﬁnes extra-mathematical contexts as contexts where a problematic situation is raised using phenomena external to the mathe-
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ases, and then non-consecutive ones. In the second part of each lesson, non-consecutive particular cases were presented
or the small-group work. In the third, and last, part of the lesson, the whole group of students discussed their responses
ith us.
.3. Data analysis
We  transcribed the video of the Birthday Party Tables problem (Lesson 4) during the whole group work before and after
tudents’ small-group work. We  also collected and analyzed students’ individual handouts. In terms of the video, we carried
ut a line-by-line review of the verbatim transcripts (with periodic review of the video). In doing so, we constructed a
arrative account of the entire lesson. We  then identiﬁed episodes during the whole group discussions at the beginning
nd at the end of the lesson when students used different strategies to express the relationship between the number of
irthday party tables and the number of chairs. We  then characterized the nature of children’s algebraic reasoning related
o our speciﬁc research question: what ideas did they exhibit about a problem intended for them to explore a functional
elationship, and in what ways was this relationship expressed and represented? In addition, we also analyzed children’s
ritten work on individual handouts with the same lens, looking for evidence related to the aforementioned research
uestions.
. Results
.1. Whole group discussion on the birthday party tables problem: “counting by twos” and “doubling”
The researcher leading the lesson, Bárbara, introduced the problem starting with one table (with a maximum of two
hairs sitting at a table), as follows:
. Bárbara: Brady is going to celebrate his birthday at school and he wants to make sure that he has enough chairs for all his friends. . ..
This  is what the tables at the school look like.
árbara then drew a table and two  circles to represent the two chairs (see Fig. 1).
.  Bárbara: The tables at his school look like that; they are square. Only two people4 can sit at each table. There is a rule at the school
that  no one can sit at the ends of the table.
. Bárbara: There is one table, how many people can sit at that table?
. Students5: Two!
.  Bárbara: OK. What if I add another table?
. Students: Four.
.  Bárbara: How do you know?
.  Students: I’m counting by twos.
.  Bárbara: You’re counting by twos. . . What if there were three tables?
0.  Students: Six.
1. Bárbara: You’re fast. What if there were four tables?
2. Students: Eight.
As we can see from the above excerpt, with no need to draw each particular case, students provided quick answers for
umbers that corresponded to two, three, and four tables. Some of the children explained that they ﬁgured this out by
ounting by twos (see line 8). Given that Bárbara did not probe the reasoning behind these responses, it is unclear whether
he children could have explained that they were counting by twos because there were two people sitting at each table. The
iagram in Fig. 1 had not been extended, and there were no other representations shared with the students. We  therefore
ssume that some children were thinking: “there are two people sitting at each table, so I have to keep counting two more
ach time.” After the ﬁrst four cases (1–4 tables) were considered, Bárbara proposed the case of 10 tables without making
ny drawings.
3. Bárbara: Can I skip?. . . What if there were 10 tables?
4. Students: 20.
Bárbara skipped from four tables to 10 tables in order to avoid having children focus on the recursive relationship. The
eneral response of the students, as a whole, was  20 right away. Given how quickly the majority of the students responded,
t appears that the strategy used was not to count by twos, as they had indicated in line 8, above.5. Bárbara: I did not. . . Were you counting by twos?
6.  Students: Yes (a few students responded “No”).6
7. Bárbara: How did you do that? I don’t understand, how do you know?. . . Let me  keep track of that. . .
4 We switched back and forth between referring to chairs and referring to people. Children did not seem to be bothered by this, and did the switching
hemselves.
5 In the whole group discussion (ﬁrst and third parts of the lesson), “students” represents most of the students that participated in the lesson, who usually
ave  their responses at the same time.
6 We use parenthesis in transcription to explain something that happened in the class at the time of the conversation.
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Fig. 1. Example of one table.
1  2 
2  4 
3 6 Fig. 2. Organization of the information in two columns.
Bárbara organized the information of the previous particular cases in two columns, one for the number of tables,
and one for the number of chairs/people. She did not draw the table or label the columns (see Fig. 2). While Bárbara
was implicitly representing the “number of tables” and “number of chairs/people” in each one of the two  columns, it is
possible that children interpreted the two columns or lists as numbers devoid of context, without making explicit con-
nections to the problem situation of children seated at tables. Their responses at all times focused on the numbers, and
not on “number of chairs” or “number of people.” While this might be a reﬂection of the types of questions they were
asked, questions that did not necessarily call for them to explicitly talk about context (e.g., see lines 18–24), it could also
be that students did not make a connection between the numbers in the table and the context from which they were
derived.
Bárbara asked the children to explain how they got the number of people.
18. Bárbara: You told me  that you were counting by twos right? How were you counting by twos? Who  can show me?  James, could you
show  me how you were counting by twos?
19. James7: Eight.
20. Bárbara: But there is no eight up there. Well if I put eight, should I put eight on this side, on the left or on the right [hand column8]?
21.  James: On the right.
22.  Bárbara: On the right. James.  . . And what should I put on the left? (Some of the students said four and others said ﬁve.)
23.  Bárbara: OK, some people say four and some people say ﬁve. Who. . .
Students continued chattering until James stated:
24. James: You’ve got [to put] a four there (indicating the left column, underneath the 3, see Fig. 2) because four plus four equals eight.
While the rest of the children had been voicing a “counting by twos” strategy (see line 8), James referred to a “doubling”
strategy (or, as it is sometimes conceptualized in lower elementary grades, adding a number to itself): when justifying why
four (tables) should correspond to eight (chairs/people) he said, “You’ve got a four there because four plus four equals eight”
(see line 24).
Right after this interaction, Bárbara again asked children how many people would sit at 10 tables. Some students said
20 and others said 12. At this point, we can infer that the students saying 20 people were doubling 10 or adding 10 twice
(ten plus ten). Those saying 12 were probably using a “counting by twos” strategy and simply adding 10 and 2, not realizing
that these were values for two different variables (10 for number of tables and two  for number of people). The case of nine
tables was not available to them in the information they had (see Fig. 2). Had it been available, they might have been able
7 All students’ names in this paper are pseudonyms.
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o count on by twos down the column from the people sitting at nine tables. They instead used this strategy to count on by
wos across the row, counting two on from 10. Bárbara asked the children to explain their answers.
5. James: (With his hand up.) I know the answer.
6.  Bárbara: So James has a way to explain to us. Who  else has a way  to explain? Is it twenty or is it twelve? How could we ﬁgure that
out?  Thomas, you said twelve, can you explain why it’s twelve? How do you know it’s twelve?
7.  Thomas: Because. . . we are adding two.
8. Bárbara: Adding two. . . so what did you add to get to twelve?
9. Thomas: To ten.
By “adding two,” Thomas meant to add two to the number of tables (here, 10), rather than recursively adding two to
uccessive values for the number of people (in the right hand column). Bárbara then explored Thomas’s suggestion with the
lass.
0. Bárbara: So Thomas said that the rule is to add two. Let’s see if it works.
Bárbara turned to the table, starting with the ﬁrst row and the case of one table.
1. Bárbara: How much is one plus two?
2. Students: Three.
3. Bárbara: Three. So, is that (adding two) the rule? (Pointing at the number two next to number one in the right column.) How much is
two  plus two (moving on to the next row and pointing to the number two  on the left column)?
4.  Students: Four.
5. Bárbara: How much is three plus two (pointing to the row with three tables, where three and six are paired up)?
6.  Students: Five!
7. Bárbara: How much is four plus two  (pointing to the row with four tables, where four and eight are paired up)?
8.  Students: Six!
9. Bárbara: So is the rule to add two? Is that how you get from here (column on the left) to here (column on the right)?
At this point, Shay noticed that the rule of “counting by twos” works when you are adding successive values in the right
and column of the function table.
0. Shay: The rule is that you count by twos because two  plus eight is ten (going down the right hand column from the row for four tables
to  the row for ﬁve tables).
1. Bárbara: But when Thomas said you were counting by twos, he thought what you have to do is you have to add two to this number
(pointing at the number in the left column). Can you talk to Thomas and explain to him what you think?
Shay explained that she ﬁgured it out because she did 10 plus 10 equals 20 for 10 tables. Bárbara asked her to check if
his rule worked for the previous cases.
2. Bárbara: So, does this work for the other numbers? Let’s see. . . Does this work for four? Can you show us?
3.  Shay: You can do four plus for equals eight, three plus three equals six, two plus two  equals four, one plus one equals two.
After asking other students about the rule to check if they understood Shay’s explanation, Bárbara found different children
upporting either 12 or 20 as the outcome for 10 tables. She then considered the two different answers for 10 tables and
sked Shay to explain her rule in “words.”
4. Bárbara: Could you explain in words how you get from here (pointing at the column on the left) to here (pointing at the column on
the  right)?
5. Shay: It’s because. . . the reason why I think it’s 20 is because if you add. . . because 10, like if you add 10 more, it is 20.
6.  Bárbara: So, what is the rule for any number of tables, what is the rule to get to the number of chairs?
7.  Shay: My  rule is add. . . two numbers together make a higher number.
Shay’s answer shows that she was able to explain how to get to the correct response numerically (adding the number
o itself). She was able to explain this using speciﬁc cases (for one, two, three, four, and 20). However, her articula-
ion of the rule (“add.  . . two numbers together make a higher number,” see line 47) does not refer to the relationship
etween the speciﬁc quantities involved. She did not make explicit reference to the problem context; neither did Bárbara
robe her at any point about what the number 20 referred to (e.g., Bárbara did not ask something like “the num-
er 20 refers to 20 what?”). When Bárbara asked Shay about the rule in terms of tables and chairs, she came back
o the numbers involved. For instance, she did not connect her rule to the fact that two  chairs are being added for
very table that is added. As mentioned earlier, neither children who  were using a counting by twos strategy nor a
oubling strategy made the problem context explicit in their explanations. Instead, they recontextualized the problem
Carraher & Schliemann, 2002) from a physical to a mathematical context. The conversation with the students continued as
ollows.8. Bárbara: Great. James, what were you thinking?
9.  James: I think it is 20.
James agreed with Shay now, although he had previously said that 17 people could sit at 10 tables. Bárbara asked him
hy he had earlier said 17 and why he had changed his mind.
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50. James: I counted on my  ﬁngers and then [inaudible].
51. Bárbara: OK, and what were you counting on your ﬁngers?
52.  James: Twos.
53. Bárbara: Ah, you were trying to count by twos. You were trying to continue this (Bárbara pointed down the column on the right with
the  quantity of people), by twos? But I tricked you because I skipped some numbers, right (i.e., jumped from four to 10 tables)?
Annita continued to articulate Shay’s strategy even further, by proposing that to get one value, you should double the
other value.
54. Annita: I think it’s 20 because if you double one, it’s two; double two  is four; and double three is six.
55.  Bárbara: Wow,  did you hear the word she used?
56.  Students: Double. . .
As with Shay’s explanation above, even though Annita and other students were able to identify the doubling relationship
between the pairs of numbers, they did not make explicit the speciﬁc problem context related to tables and people/chairs
or what the doubling had to do with the fact that two chairs/people were being added every time a table was  added. In this
excerpt, Bárbara highlighted that it was the ﬁrst time that she had heard the word “double” used in the class and wrote ways
that students characterized the relationship on the ﬂip chart at the front of the class: “double” and “add two numbers that
are the same.”
The research team then proceeded to pass around handouts for the students to engage in their small-group work at their
tables.
4.2. Small-group work: continuing to use “counting by twos” and “doubling” approaches
Each student worked in small groups on the proposed task “How many friends could be seated at 20 desks?” Stu-
dents were asked to explain how they found their solution. Of the 21 children in the class, only one did not provide
either a response of “40 people” or an explanation that included either implicitly or explicitly “doubling” or “counting
by twos” (see Fig. 3). This student told the research team member that was working with her that she had “guessed” that
the answer was 10. Her written work indicates that she was drawing tables; at each table she drew 2 seats, as shown
in Fig. 3. She also kept track of the number of tables, numbering each of them. We  infer from this that she understood
the task at hand and that, perhaps, her response of “10” resulted from her losing track of the numbers involved. That is,
she was not really “guessing,” but was simply not able to articulate her reasoning in any other way. Alternatively, she
may  have been looking for a number that resulted in an outcome of 20 (people/desks) as we  had been doing earlier in
class.
Table 4 summarizes our observations made from individual handouts for the remaining 20 students in the class. In their
written work, we looked for evidence of whether children were “counting by twos” and/or “doubling or counting 20 twice”
as they had done during the whole group work. In most cases, students explicitly stated what strategy they used (although
we do not have evidence of whether they were just stating this a posteriori or if this was actually the strategy used while
working on the problem). In other cases, we inferred the strategy used based on the written work produced by the student.
A student who wrote “2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, . . .,  40) would be considered as “counting by twos.” A student who only
wrote “20 + 20 = 40′′ would be considered as “doubling or counting 20 twice.”
Of these remaining 20 students in the class, seven of them provided a complete drawing (20 tables and 40 people
sitting at these tables) to answer the question. Of these seven students, four students made no explicit written reference
to “people/chairs” and/or “table/desks;” two of these four students said they “counted by ones” and the other two  students
said that they “counted by twos.” The other three students stated that they had counted by twos in response to the question
“How did you ﬁgure this out?” (see Fig. 4), and made explicit written reference to “people/chairs” and/or “table/desks.”
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Table  4
Stated strategies and types of responses among 20 students who  responded “40” and who  did not “guess” their answer.
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– 3 – – – 3
No  tables/
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– 1 2 – – 3








tFig. 4. Complete drawing with “counting by twos” strategy. (“I draw desks ﬁrst and then I draw the people and then I counted by 2’s.”)
hese seven children, who  provided complete drawings, attended to the speciﬁc nature of the context of the problem in
ifferent ways. For instance, we hypothesize that children who produced complete drawings used the problem context to
upport their computation in relation to the problem by counting the number of chairs in their drawings. In addition, in
escribing their strategy, some of the children alluded speciﬁcally to “people/chairs” and/or “table/desks” present in the
ontext in describing their strategy, although they may or may  not have alluded to these contexts when giving the solution
o the problem (40 people). For instance, it is possible that the child whose work is shown in Fig. 4, and who  explicitly names
desks” and “people,” was inﬂuenced by the drawing he produced to describe his strategy because he described ﬁrst drawing
he table and people, then counting (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5. Use of number line to show a doubling strategy.Fig. 6. Example of the use of both a “counting by twos” and “doubling” strategy. (“We count by twos and gave us 20 so 2 and 2 is 4 so 20 and 20 is 40. If
you  double the number with 0 you do what I did.”)
Twelve students did not include drawings, but did explain how they arrived at an answer of “40.” Nine of these 12 students
made no explicit verbal reference to the context of people/chairs or tables/desks. Seven of these nine students stated that
they “doubled” or added “20 + 20.” One of these seven students did not make a drawing but instead produced a number line
representation to get the result of 20 + 20 (see Fig. 5). The remaining two students who did not make a drawing and did
not refer to people/chairs and/or tables/desks included two strategies in their handouts: they “counted by twos” and also
showed that they were doubling 20 to arrive at an answer of 40 (see Fig. 6 for an example). Three of the 12 students who
did not make a drawing did explicitly mention “people/chairs” and/or “tables/desks.” One of these three students used the
counting by twos strategy and the other two the “doubling or counting twenty twice” strategy.
One of the 20 students included an answer of 40 people, with no explanation about his response. Table 4 shows the range
of responses provided by students.
We  can conclude from Table 4 that the vast majority (20 of 21) of students were able to ﬁgure out that 40 people would
be the response for how many people will sit at 20 tables. Furthermore, all but one of these 20 students used either a
“counting by twos” or a “doubling” strategy, or both, just as they had done in class as a whole group. It is entirely possible
that students were simply repeating the two strategies that were mentioned during the earlier whole group discussion. In
fact, we can assume that at least those students who did not draw the tables/people probably used one of these strategies
to ﬁnd the answer, even if they didn’t explicitly state so. Thirteen of the 19 students who  used either a “counting by twos”
or a “doubling” strategy made no explicit verbal reference to the physical problem context of “people and tables,” whether
they were drawing or not (although clearly, the drawing of tables is an explicit reference to tables and chairs). The other six
students explicitly named people and tables in some way in their written work. It is also striking that no student who  drew
the problem expressed a functional strategy (doubling), suggesting that being able to draw the context of tables and chairs
is not sufﬁcient for seeing the relationship (i.e., may  not support their functional thinking) or could preclude their need to
ﬁnd and use a functional strategy.
4.3. Whole group discussion after small-group work: continuing to explore counting by twos and doubling as descriptions of
the relationship underlying the birthday party tables problem
Before starting the large group discussion again, Bárbara added the case of 10 tables and 20 people to the function table
that she had started with the class (see Fig. 10), before the children started working on their individual handouts (see
Fig. 7).57. Bárbara: Let me  look through your answers. . . I see a lot of forty, forty (adding to the table the values 20 on the left, and 40 on the
right,  see Fig. 8). . . So if there are twenty desks.  . . forty [people]. So, before we go any further, I want to put this together on a T-chart
or  a table (putting together the display shown in Fig. 8).
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1  2 
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Fig. 7. Organization of the information in two  columns.
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Fig. 8. Organization of the information in a function table.
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2  4 
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nFig. 9. Organization of the information in a labeled table.
Before labeling the columns of the table, Bárbara asked the students:
8. Bárbara: How could I label these columns? What are these numbers showing?
9. Bella: Number of days.
0. Bárbara: Are we talking about number of days today (the Pennies in a jar problem the children had worked on three days before did
involve days—the grandmother in the problem gave one penny to her grandchild every day; see Table 3)?
1.  Students: No.  . .
2. Bárbara: What do other people say? On Tuesday we were talking about number of days (referring to Lesson 3, Pennies in a jar). . .
3.  Students: Number of tables.
We  note that students stated “number of tables” and not just “tables.” This suggests that students may  have inter-
reted the variable as a quantity (number of tables) rather than an object (table), pointing to an important misconception
hat research has found to be present in students’ thinking, but that was not evidenced by these students. Joshua
aid that “number of people” should be the label for the right hand column. Bárbara used the symbol # to represent
number,” explaining this to the students. The ﬁnal table looked like the one shown in Fig. 9. It is interesting to note
hat when most of the children explained their responses for the cases represented in the table and for the case they
orked on in their handouts, they recontextualized the problem from a physical to a mathematical context (Carraher &
chliemann, 2002). Then, when naming the labels for the table shown in Fig. 9, they once again recontextualized the prob-
em, from a mathematical to a physical context. This ﬂuidity between contexts suggests that, while some students did
ot always explicitly note contexts in their verbal or written descriptions, these contexts were not necessarily absent
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from their thinking, and could be taken up—or not—as they thought it suited the particular mathematical purpose of
the task.
Bárbara asked the students how they got from 20 to 40, recognizing that there might be different ways of arriving at the
same answer.
64. Annita: Double the number.
65. Bárbara: Did someone do it differently?
66. Student: Counting. . . sometimes counting by twos.
67. Bárbara: You sometimes counted by twos. But we  found some of the people who  were counting by twos because we were skipping so
many tables, I saw some people who got lost when they do that. But it is another strategy deﬁnitely.  . . Shay, did you use the strategy
you  had used before? You did not call it doubling; you said you were adding the number again (see line 47 above)?
68.  Shay: I did a number line (she used a number line to add 20 and 20, see Fig. 5).
During the conversation, James stated that he had used the same strategy as Shay (20 + 20 = 40). Bárbara then proceeded
to propose bigger and bigger cases for the students to work with. She included 30 in the column with the number of tables
and asked the students for the number that should be written in the column next to it. Thomas responded 60 almost
immediately.
69. Bárbara: How did you do that so fast?
70. Thomas: Because three plus three is six and 30 plus 30 is 60.
Bárbara added 40 to the column on the left (quantity of tables). Thomas used the same strategy to answer 80. Then,
Bárbara added 1,000,000 to the column on the left, which students identiﬁed as “one million.” When Frank wrote 2,000,000
in the column on the right to correspond with 1,000,000 tables, Bárbara asked Frank to explain to his peers how he got that
answer.
71. Frank: I doubled 1,000,000.
The excerpts above continue to emphasize that students are ﬂuently working with the numbers presented to them. The
excerpts also indicate that once bigger numbers are presented to them (30; 40; 1,000,000), students move away from a
counting by twos strategy and instead focus on a doubling strategy. In both strategies—counting by twos and doubling for
smaller numbers, and doubling for bigger numbers—the excerpts provide evidence that students have recontextualized the
problem from a physical to a mathematical context, creating their own meaning for it. Bárbara then proceeded to introduce
a letter as a representation for a variable.9
72. Bárbara: What if there are z tables (adding z to the table)?. . . First of all, what does z tables mean?
73.  Bella: It could be “zelian” tables (perhaps looking for a “number word” that rhymes with million, because one “million” had been the
last  case discussed). It could be any number.
. . .
74. Bárbara: If I say that there are z tables, z number of tables, how many . . . people are there? What is the rule? How can I get from here
(z  tables) to here (pointing to the right hand column)? Think of what you were doing in your head. . . Does anyone have a solution in
your head? I am gonna ask for many solutions because there are different ways of showing this.
Annita said that there were z people because z meant “any number.” Bárbara referred back to the Pennies in a jar problem
(Lesson 3, see Table 3) because, for the identity function representing the relationship in the Pennies in a jar problem,
corresponding values or letters representing an unknown quantity recorded in the function table were the same. But, as
Bárbara pointed out, in this problem (Birthday Party Tables), corresponding values are not the same, so the variable is
changing from one column to the next.
75. Bárbara: . . . so Annita, I get where you are coming from, but if I write z, it could mean that it is the same number. It could mean that if
I  say a 10 here (pointing to the column on the left), it is gonna be 10 here, on this side (pointing to the column on the right). So, what
could  I write so that no one gets confused? What could I put?
76. Joshua: z.
77. Bárbara: That was Annita’s solution. Who  else has a different solution?
Joshua proposed doubling 26. Our interpretation is that, like other children in our study (see Brizuela et al., 2015a; Brizuela
et al., 2015b), James assigned a speciﬁc value to z based on its ordinal position in the alphabet (i.e., z is the 26th letter in the
alphabet).
78. Bárbara: Is that your rule? What was the rule people said? Doubling?. . . So if z is 26, what should I put on the other side (on the right
hand  column)?Joshua started working on 26 plus 26 with another member of the research team and the class returned to other ways to
show the relationship between number of tables and number of people using the letter z. Notice that even though Joshua
does not know how much “double 26” is and had a hard time ﬁguring out this computation, he knows that what he has to
do in this function is double the value of z (which for him is ﬁxed at 26).
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9. Bárbara: How could I show that I am doubling z (picking up on Joshua’s point that he is doubling twenty-six)?. . . What do I have to do
to  z to get the number of people?. . . Any other ideas?
 . .
0. Jayla: Doubled z.
1. Bárbara: How would I show that?. . . Could you write that?
2.  Jayla: An equation.
3. Bárbara: And, what would the equation look like?
Annita proposed that double z could be written with two  zs and Bárbara wrote z z in the right hand column, next to z
ables.
4. Bárbara: Does it look like something that you would like or you would agree with? . . . James?
5.  James: You could put z plus z. (Bárbara added “z + z” next to z z)
6.  James: . . . equals z.
The students’ regular classroom teacher intervened.
7. Teacher: James, when we double two, would we  say two plus two equals two? (Pointing at the table with particular cases.)
8.  James: No.
9. Teacher: So, does it make sense, z + z equals z?
0.  James: No.
At this point, there were two options on the ﬂip chart next to z: z z and z + z. Before ending the class, Bárbara explained to
he students, regarding the notation z z, that when we  want to add two letters, we have to write + between them, otherwise
ome people might think that the z would be multiplying with another z. Finally, Bárbara asked the students to ask questions
efore leaving and some students expressed confusion about the idea of adding two  letters. One of them expressed “How
an z + z equal something?” Another said “so it is [as if] like letters were numbers. . ..” In this ﬁnal excerpt of the lesson, note
hat once again students have shifted away from a recursive counting by twos strategy and instead focus on a functional
oubling strategy.
. Discussion and conclusions
Our study provides evidence of students’ ideas concerning functional relationships. In terms of this paper’s research
uestions, many children clearly understood the functional relationship, and had different ways of expressing their under-
tandings. Further, they looked to generalize this relationship as a correspondence rule. They expressed this generalization
y talking about the relationship between both variables in terms of doubling (or adding the same number to itself).
here was some variation depending on the magnitude of the values used—as mentioned before, the doubling strategy
ended to be the only one used for larger values and for variable notation. In addition, in expressing their thinking about
unctional relationships, children tended to recontextualize the problem from a physical to a mathematical context and
ack.
The section that follows is focused on the role of context and recontextualizing in mathematical tasks. In the fol-
owing section we describe the two different strategies that students adopt when examining function data in a problem
ntended for them to explore correspondence relationships—counting by twos and doubling. Following that, we describe
he representations students used. We  ﬁnish with some further conclusions from our study.
.1. Role of context and of recontextualizing
Children in our study were introduced to the use of a function table to organize data sets in a mathematical context. In
rder to put together the table, they ﬁrst recontextualized from a physical to a mathematical context. Then, when needing to
abel the table that only contained numbers, children further recontextualized the problem—this time from a mathematical
o a physical context—by indicating the physical quantities represented by the values (e.g., “number of tables” and “number
f people”). Carraher and Schliemann (2002) highlight that,
Research sorely needs to ﬁnd theoretical room for contexts that are not reducible to physical settings or social struc-
tures to which the student is passively subjected.  . . much of the work in developing ﬂexible mathematical knowledge
depends on our ability to recontextualize problems—to see them from diverse and fresh points of view and to draw
upon our former experience, including formal mathematical learning. Mathematization is not to be opposed to con-
textualization, since it always involves thinking in contexts. Even the apparently context-free activity of applying
syntax transformation rules to algebraic expressions can involve meaningful contexts. (p. 142)
We argue here that the children in our study were involved in both mathematization and contextualization through
he process of recontextualizing the problem they were working on. In the data we  have described, the children mathe-
atized the problem by identifying the recursive pattern (“counting by twos”) or the functional relationship (“doubling”),
econtextualizing the problem (Carraher & Schliemann, 2002) from a physical to a mathematical context and focusing on the
umerical relationship, with no need to explicitly make a connection back to the birthday party tables problem context. That
s, they shifted from a problem posed in a physical context and recontextualized it into a purely mathematical context. In
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addition, they were also able to interact with the organization of the information in a two-column format, with the number
of tables organized in the left hand column, and the number of chairs/people in the right hand column.
Some students approached the problem by alluding just to the numbers involved. We  argue that this case, as mentioned
before, can be viewed as an example of recontextualization (Carraher & Schliemann, 2002). As Carraher and Schliemann
state, “it is important not to think of context solely in terms of physical or social settings and their constraints. To do so
would deny the existence of mathematical contexts” (p. 142). Moreover, we note that this very activity of moving across
contexts, particularly of recontextualizing a problem situation into a mathematical context, is an important mathematical
activity for students. The US Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practice (CCSSI, 2010) speciﬁcally argues that students
should be able to contextualize and decontextualize as they make sense of quantities and their relationships:
Mathematically proﬁcient students. . ..bring two complementary abilities to bear on problems involving quantitative
relationships: the ability to decontextualize—to abstract a given situation and represent it symbolically and manipulate
the representing symbols as if they have a life of their own, without necessarily attending to their referents—and the
ability to contextualize, to pause as needed during the manipulation process in order to probe into the referents for
the symbols involved.
While many of the examples of recontextualization provided by Carraher and Schliemann (2002) involve either moving
across different physical contexts, or recontextualizing a mathematical context into a physical context, we  argue that the
same recontextualization is required of the children who move from a physical context to a mathematical one.
While we might assume that providing a physical context (tables/desks and chairs/people) for the children would allow
them to create meaning for the y = 2x function they were working with, the data we  provide here reminds us of the fact
that we should not assume that we necessarily share contexts with children. As Table 4 shows, very few of the children
who identiﬁed a functional relationship (doubling) referred explicitly to the physical context (two out of 21 children). Once
again, as Carraher and Schliemann (2002) remind us,
because contexts are not fully constituted by their physical properties but always involve issues of meaning and
interpretation, we cannot assume that children sharing the same physical settings as ourselves will be interpreting
problems in the same contexts that we do. (p. 143)
Nemirovsky (1996) makes a similar point when he highlights that,
Often problems are characterized as being decontextualized because they are just about numbers (as opposed to
quantities or measures of speciﬁc things), as if all the rich background of ideas and experiences that students develop
around numbers could not offer a context. I see the origin of this mistaken notion in the assumption that the context
belongs to the formulation of the problem, ignoring that real contexts are to be found in the experience of the problem
solvers. (p. 313)
5.2. Types of relationships children noticed
Some of the students in the class began to articulate a relationship between two  quantities (for whatever number [of
tables], I double that number [to get the number of chairs/people]). Others viewed the relationship recursively, identifying
“counting by twos” or “add two” as the relationship that describes the progression from one row to the next in the table.
As presented to the children, the problem was initially conceptualized as “two chairs can be placed at each one of the
tables.” The underlying function, y = 2x, can be represented as shown in Fig. 10, where we  see two  chairs at each table. The
counting by twos strategy that some of the children used is consistent with this representation: I count by twos however
many tables there are. For instance, if there are 5 tables, I count by twos 5 times. As noted above, however, most children
made no reference to people or tables.
The “doubling” or “counting twice of the number [of tables]” strategy adopted by some children could be represented as
shown in Fig. 11. Of course, it is unlikely that the children themselves would have represented the problem in this way. It is





































nFig. 11. Another representation for the y = 2x problem, when it is transformed into y = x + x for the particular case x = 5.
ore likely that children found a general rule that, in all cases, explained the relationship between the pairs of values: “if
ou count the ﬁrst number two times, you get the second number.”
The two strategies indicate two distinct and equally valid entry points into the Birthday Party Tables problem for children,
lthough there are mathematical limitations with recursive thinking at this level. While the problem was  presented in terms
f “two children per table” (see line 2), the children explored the relationship numerically and ended up transforming the
roblem into an x + x (additive) relationship. This orientation is closer to the way in which the multiplicative structure (2x)
s introduced in these early elementary school grades, so it seems reasonable for children to view the relationship in this
ay. That is, children at this grade level learn about “doubling” and “doubles” as an operation of adding the same number
o itself and are not taught this as multiplying a number by two. A doubling strategy could be further articulated as “I am
oubling because no matter how many tables there are, if I double that number, I will know how many people are sitting at
hat number of tables.”
With smaller numbers (1–20), children tended to use both the recursive (counting by twos) and the functional strategies.
nce the classroom instructor shifted toward using bigger numbers (30; 40; 1,000,000) and variable notation, students
hifted to using the functional strategy. This provides additional evidence for the approach of using “far values” as well as
ariables to support the use of functional thinking among children (see e.g., Schliemann et al., 2007).
.3. Representations used by children
Students approached the problem both by making the speciﬁcs of the problem context explicit (for example, by either
rawing “desks” and “people” or by naming them explicitly in their written work) or by alluding just to the numbers
nvolved. Some of the participants in the class were comfortable using natural language to express a relationship as either a
ecursive pattern (“counting by twos”) or as a functional relationship (“doubling”). As stated earlier, they tended to express
he strategy as “counting by twos” when dealing with smaller numbers, and as “doubling” when dealing with larger numbers.
he students seemed comfortable using the tabular representation to organize the problem’s information. They used both
rawings and natural language to express and justify the relationships between the two varying quantities. In terms of the
agnitudes of the numbers they worked with, students were comfortable working with numbers presented to them, even
ar values (up to one million). Moreover, they attempted to express a general functional relationship using variable notation
n meaningful ways.
.4. Further conclusions
Finally, we  argue that the design of the classroom teaching experiment allowed children to identify and explore the
unctional relationship, particularly with the careful introduction of far values for the number of tables. The classroom
eaching experiment provided children with the opportunity to check if the generalizations articulated were valid or not by
rying out different values, both smaller and larger, as well as to justify their own arguments with other particular cases.
urther, when variable notation (i.e., z) was introduced as “any number”—the second lesson in our classroom teaching
xperiment in which they had contact with letters in algebraic contexts—some students were able to use variable notation
o articulate an algebraic expression that described the general rule. This is particularly interesting because they were not
amiliar with algebraic symbolism but were able to make sense of variable notation in this context.
In Brizuela et al. (2015a), Brizuela et al. (2015b) and in Blanton et al. (2015a,b) we report on the evolution of understandings
mong students who participated in this teaching experiment. In future work, we  hope to compare students’ work on the
irthday Party Tables problem with their work on other problems from our teaching experiment, both through interview
nd classroom data.
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